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BLACKWELL’S RARE BOOKS

The ‘gift of C. Day Lewis’

1 Bishop  (Elizabeth)  Poems. [from  ‘North  &  South’  and  ‘A  Cold  Spring’.] Chatto  & 
Windus, 1956, FIRST EDITION,  pp. 40, crown 8vo,  original yellow boards printed in  
blue to upper board, dustjacket repeating design, near fine £250

The copy of Laurence Scott, an artist and illustrator (for Marianne Moore, Robert Lowell, et al.),  
with  his  pencilled  ownership  inscription  to  the  front  pastedown  dated  ‘XII/64,  Lowell  House 
[Harvard, where Scott was a tutor]’ - a note by the same to the rear free endpaper records, ‘Gift of C. 
Day Lewis (who said this was Chatto & Windus’ last file copy’. Day Lewis, another poet whose 
work Scott illustrated and printed as a broadside in the year of this inscription, was then a Reader at  
Chatto & Windus.
A nice association copy of this book, printed in an edition of only 500 copies. Bishop won the 
Pulitzer Prize for Poetry that same year. 

2 Butts (Mary)   Warning to Hikers. [The Here & Now Pamphlets No. 6.]  Wishart & Co,  
1932, FIRST EDITION,pp. 36, foolscap 8vo, original sewn integral purple wrappers over  
stiff card, printed in yellow to both covers, a hint of fading to spine, sprinkling of faint  
foxspots  to top edge,  bookplate of  ‘Dorset  Collection to inside front cover and small  
shelf-sticker to top corner of same concealed by flap, in envelope with title printed to  
front and open at both ends, good  £120

A scarce pamphlet, sounding a rural note amongst the urban voices of modernism; Butts’ ‘warning’  
seeks to stem the drift from town to country - both of pernicious cultural influences, but more  
directly of human visitors. The characterisation of the rural idyll as female and of the corrupting 
interloper as male is a notable feature of her dichotomy. 

3 H.D.  [i.e.,  Hilda  Doolittle],  Richard  Aldington  et  al.  THE POETS’ TRANSLATION 
SERIES, Nos  1-6  [Complete  First  Series,  6  Vols.]  Egoist  Press,  1915- 1916, FIRST 
EDITIONS,  pp. 8; 12; 19, [1]; 15, [1]; 27, [1], 22, [2], small 4to,  original self wrappers  
stapled  or  sewn,  first  volume  a  little  dustsoiled  with  a  mark  to  front  and  discreet  
contemporary ownership inscription at head of same, chip to rear  top corner of fifth  
volume, very good condition overall (Kershaw 182 & 184; Boughn A1a) £600
- The Poems of Anyte of Tegea. Translated by Richard Aldington.
- Poems and Fragments of Sappho. Translated by Edward Storer.
- Choruses from Iphigeneia in Aulis. Translated by H.D.
- Latin Poems of the Renaissance. Translated by Richard Aldington.
- Poems of Leonidas of Tarentum. Translated by James Whitall.
- The Mosella of Decimus Magnus Ausonius. Translated by F.S. Flint. 
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With the Prospectus for the Second Series, in which the aims of the venture are re-stated: ‘to present 
the works translated in a form free from pedantries, [...] to introduce to English readers the lesser-
known  Greek  and  Latin  writers’.  As  such  it  represents  a  distillation  of  the  classicist  strain  of  
modernism, and features important early work by the Imagist group - indeed, H.D.’s contribution is 
her first separately published work.

4 H.D. [i.e., Hilda Doolittle] Choruses from the Iphigeneia in Aulis and the Hippolytus of 
Euripides. Translated  [from  the  Greek  of  Euripides]  by  H.D.  [The  Poets  Translation 
Series, Second Set No. 3.] Egoist Press, 1919, FIRST EDITION THUS, errat slip tipped in,  
ownership inscription of  Irène Osgood at  head of text,  pp.  37,  [2,  ads], foolscap 8vo, 
original stiff card with integral cream wrapper printed in blue, light overall dustsoiling,  
very good (Boughn A1c) £75

This edition adds the Hippolytus to the first edition of 1916 in the same series. 
 

5 H.D.  [i.e.,  Hilda  Doolittle]  Red Roses for Bronze. [The Poetry  Quartos.] New York:  
Random House, 1929, FIRST EDITION, ONE OF 475 COPIES,  pp.  [4],  8vo,  original  
sewn tan wrappers with illustration to front printed in pink and black,a couple of tiny  
brown speckles at foot of front, very good (Boughn A11a) £65

The poem was used as the title-poem for a later collection, but this is its first and only separate 
appearance. 
 

6 H.D. [i.e.,  Hilda Doolittle]  Red Roses for Bronze. Poems. Chatto & 
Windus, 1931, FIRST EDITION, pp. viii, 148, crown 8vo, original red 
cloth, backstrip lettered in gilt, gentlest of bumps to bottom corner of  
lower board, top edge red, others roughtrimmed with a few very faint  
foxspots,  dustjacket  with  darkened  backstrip  panel,  some very  light  
dustsoiling  and  one  or  two  small  nicks,  very  good (Boughn  A13a.i)

£350
Inscribed by the author to the flyleaf: ‘H.D. in the past tense to E.A. in the future  
pluperfect. London Jan. 19 - 1945’. The recipient was a friend and analyst of the 
poet, with whom she became acquainted around this time. 

Presentation copy to H.D.

7 (H.D.  [i.e.,  Hilda  Doolittle].)  HUGHES  (Glenn)  Imagism  &  the  Imagists.  Stanford  
University Press, 1931, FIRST EDITION, frontispiece photograph of Epstein’s bust of T.E.  
Hulme, with 7 further plates depicting authors at head of their respective chapters (Man  
Ray photographs  for  Aldington and H.D.),  faint  spotting  to border of  each plate  and  
facing  page,  pp.  xiii,  283,  8vo,  original  black  cloth  with  blind-stamped  double-fillet  
border to upper board, backstrip lettered in gilt now dulled, extremities rubbed and a few  
knocks to corners and edges, good (Boughn H24) £175
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Inscribed to the flyleaf:  ‘For “H.D.”  with repeated thanks from Glenn Hughes, 1931’.  The first  
monograph on the movement,  which was then something of a distant memory for most of the 
participants - though an attempt had been made to revive it in 1930 with an ‘Imagist Anthology’ to  
which Glenn Hughes contributed a Foreword. H.D. is afforded the title of ‘the Perfect Imagist’ by  
Hughes  in  his  chapter  on  her  here,  wherein  he  prints  an  excerpt  from  some  personal 
correspondence with her - to which the inscription presumably refers. A significant presentation  
copy of this important study. 

An unpublished letter, on her poetics

8 H.D.  [i.e.,  Hilda  Doolittle]  Typed Letter signed,  to Herbert  P.  Small.  18th February 
[1931,] printed in blue on one side of a single sheet with holograph additions in black  
ink, pp. [1], 4to, original folds, original envelope, near fine condition £425

A most interesting letter, in response to an admirer of her work - Small had evidently undertaken to 
write  to  a  select  group of  favourite  authors,  as  correspondence  with  Josephine Pinckney  from 
around the same time also exists. 
H.D. insists that, in her view, ‘poetry or literature should never be taught in a classroom [...] it is 
impossible to “teach” poetry’. Her statement that ‘it is possible to say that no one other than the 
writer himself ever absolutely “understands” the image he is trying to create’ is no great insight, but  
does have the interesting feature  of  her identification of  the writer  as  male.  Answering Small’s  
question of ‘What poetry to read?’, H.D. offers - alongside her own work - ‘the Elizabethan lyrics,  
always delightful [...]  the Greek Anthology’ (with regard to which, she mentions that Mackaill’s 
translations fail  to match the ‘terseness of  the original’),  The Winged Horse Anthology, Robert  
Frost, Henri  de Regnier,  Remy de Gourmont, Mallarmé, ‘and some of the Negro writers  in the  
States’. The letter is signed ‘“H.D” Aldington’ - though long separated, they did not divorce until 
1938 - with a handwritten note at the foot promising ‘I will try to write you again!’. 
 

Inscribed to Gordon Bottomley

9 H.D.  [i.e.,  Hilda  Doolittle]  Tribute  to  the  Angels.  Oxford:  University  
Press, 1945, FIRST  EDITION,  pp.  42,  crown  8vo,  original  printed  
wrappers, small ringstain to front and a small trace of surface adhesion at  
foot of same, otherwise very good (Boughn A20a) £500

The second part of H.D.’s Second World War sequence ‘Trilogy’, inscribed by H.D. 
the  day  before  publication  ‘to  Gordon  Bottomley,  from  H.D.  “...we  pause  to  give 
thanks...” April 10 - 1945’. 
The extent of their acquaintance is obscure, but in 1943 they had both participated in  
‘The Poets’ Reading’ organised by the Sitwells, and this is a notable inscription from an 
Imagist to a Georgian poet - despite the seemingly contrasting programmes of those 
two movements. 

10 H.D.  [i.e.,  Hilda  Doolittle]  What  do  I  Love?  Printed  for  the  author  by  Brendin  
Publishing, [1950,] FIRST  EDITION,  a  little  foxing  to  borders,  pp.  24,  foolscap  8vo, 
original stapled grey wrappers printed in blue to front, staples  rusted, sunned around  
spine with a few drink spots to front, good (Boughn A23a) £600

Inscribed by the author on the title-page: ‘H.D. to I.M.S.P.,  Twelfth Night,  1951’.  A scarce little  
booklet, one of circa 50 copies printed for the author to send out as a Christmas card. Wartime 
poems in a similar vein to the author’s ‘Trilogy’. The publisher was owned by the poet’s partner,  
Bryher. 

11 H.D. [i.e., Hilda Doolittle] Two Poems. With illuminations by Wesley Tanner. Berkeley:  
ARIF, 1971, FIRST EDITION, U/26 LETTERED COPIES signed by the artist  (from an  
edition  of  226  copies),  poems  against  a  colour-printed  lithographic  backsground  by  
Wesley Tanner, pp. [12], 8vo, original quarter pale grey cloth with lithographic boards by  
Wesley Tanner, near fine (Boughn A29a.i) £150
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Two poems originally appearing in ‘Life and Letters Today’ in 1937, strikingly illustrated - though 
the results are variable - by Wesley Tanner. 
 

12 H.D. [i.e.,  Hilda Doolittle]  The Poet and the Dancer.  San Francisco: Five Trees Press, 
1975, FIRST EDITION, ONE OF 100 COPIES (from an edition of 600 copies) title-page  
illustration by Janice Robles coloured in pink and green, initial letters printed in red, pp. 
[33], crown 8vo, original green cloth, backstrip with printed label, illustrated endpapers,  
near fine (Boughn A32a) £75

Two poems originally appearing ‘Life and Letters Today’ in December 1935. 

13 Hall (Radclyffe)  A Saturday Life.  Arrowsmith, 1925, FIRST EDITION, a few faint spots  
recurring throughout,  pp. 320, crown 8vo,  original teal cloth lettered in green to upper  
board and backstrip, minor rubbing to extremities with top corners gently knocked and  
some fine spotting to edges, a few tiny spots to flyleaf, good £100

A comic novel novel drawing on the life of the author’s partner Una Troubridge as the basis for her 
protagonist, Sidonia Shore, and using theosophy as the playful basis of its narrative structure. 
  
 

With illustrations by Picasso and Cocteau

14 Laporte (Geneviève)  Les Cavaliers d'Ombre / Sous Le Manteau de feu. Illustrations de 
Pablo Picasso. Préface de Jacques Audiberti / Illustrations de Jean Cocteau. Préface de 
Armand  Lanoux. Paris:  Joseph  Foret, 1956, FIRST  EDITION  THUS,  ONE  OF  300  
NUMBERED COPIES, this copy out of series and marked ‘EXEMPLAIRE D’ARTISTE’,  
frontispiece and one further full-page drawing by Picasso to first title, with frontispiece  
and full-page drawing by Cocteau to the second, one or two faint foxspots and very light  
handling marks, pp. [28]; [30], 8vo, original wrappers with Cocteau lithographs to both  
covers printed in black, red and green, dos à dos binding, loose-bound as issued, a little  
browning at backstrip ends, light foxing to textblock edges and endpapers of first title,  
very good £1,500

Inscribed by the author to the title-page of ‘Les Cavaliers d’Ombre’: ‘A Norbert toujours fidèle à lui-
même,  Geneviève,  le  5.3.58’  -  above  the  inscription  Laporte  has  written  three  lines  of 
[unpublished?] verse. Laporte is best known for her association with Cocteau and Picasso, who 
illustrate her work here - particularly the latter, for whom she was mistress and model during the  
1950s.
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‘these strange & terrible times’

15 Mirrlees (Hope) ALs to Julian Goodman about Ottoline Morrell.  Jan. 28th 1945, written 
in blue ink on headed paper, pp. [2], oblong 8vo, light overall creasing with central fold,  
good condition £375

[With:] A letter to the same (now Vinogradoff rather than Goodman) from Irish 
novelist Francis Hackett, dated October 24th 1946, written in blue ink, pp. [2], 
4to, original folds, good condition
[And:]  A  letter  to  the  same  from  Robert  Gathorne-Hardy,  dated  28th  January 
1947, written in blue ink on his Mill House headed paper, pp. [2], foolscap 8vo, 
original fold, very good condition
An interesting  series  of  letters  to  the daughter  of  Ottoline 
Morrell,  concerning  the  fate  of  her  mother’s  Memoirs. 
Mirrlees - an important Modernist novelist and poet, with a 
small but influential output that included the poem ‘Paris’, 
published  by  the  Woolfs  at  their  Hogarth  Press,  and  the 
fantasy  novel  ‘Lud-in-the-Mist’  -  sets  out  her responsibility 
and opinion on the matter:  ‘as  you know, I  am one of  the 
trustees.  Both  Bob  Gathorne-Hardy  and  I  feel  that  they 
cannot yet be published. I do hope you agree’. Written at the 
tail-end of the Second World War, Mirrlees’ letter goes on to 
make arrangements to ensure the safety of the document: ‘I 
don't think they should be in London [...] And I also think 
they should be in the custody of one of the trustees. As Bob 
Gathorne-Hardy is tied by War work it would be easier for 
me to come up to London & take them over’. Mirrlees closes 
by  mentioning  having  seen  Julian  at  Philip  Morrell’s 
memorial service, and ‘I do hope that [...] you are not finding 
life too difficult in these strange & terrible times’. 
The  letter  from  Hackett  constitutes  an  intervention,  with  the  Irishman  looking  to  hasten 
arrangements by meeting with Bob Gathorne-Hardy, and requesting of Julian that he be allowed to  
visit to read the Memoirs during the same period. He looks to assure her that he has her mother’s  
best interests as his cause, and her father’s blessing in the form of a payment (’which I did not 
particularly want’).
The final piece of correspondence rebuffs Hackett’s advances, explaining that they have met - ‘he  
gave me an excellent lunch at the Ivy - I wonder what his creditors would think’ - and that he  
accepts Gathorne-Hardy’s conception of the publication, and the authority of the latter’s position 
(’Apparently  your  mother  has  given  up  appearing  at  séances!’).  Gathorne-Hardy  concedes,  
however, that he will probably have ‘to work with him’ to some extent, and requests a copy of the 
clause in the will that covers the Memoirs - before delivering a final, withering assessment: ‘He has 
got a certain rather disgusting, second-rate, middle class charm. But not more. I suspect him of 
being a snob’.
The Memoirs of Lady Ottoline were finally published in 1963, edited by Gathorne-Hardy. 
 

Joyce, Eliot and others

16 Monnier (Adrienne, Editor) Le Navire d’Argent. June 1925-May 1926 [Complete run of 
12 Vols.] Paris:  La Maison des Ami des Livres, 1925- 1926, 24 or 25/100 COPIES on pur  
fil  Lafuma paper,  fourth volume with two plates  (a  portrait  of  William Blake and an  
unpublished sketch by him),  pp. 1-460; 1-504; 1-456 [each group of 4 issues paginated 
continuously],  8vo,  original  wrappers  evenly  toned,  short  tear  to  front  of  volume  2,  
untrimmed  and  largely  unopened  with  a  little  dustsoiling  to  top  edge,  original  
subscription leaflet laid in at rear of first volume with additional inserts in a couple of  
other volumes, tissue jackets, a very good set (Gallup D109; Hanneman C169; Slocum & 
Cahoon C66) £3,500
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A subscriber’s  set;  only  the  first  issue  is  numbered  25,  the  rest  24.  A wide-ranging periodical  
founded by Adrienne Monnier and published with the assistance, financial and literary, of Sylvia  
Beach and Jean Prévost. 
The first issue opens with an essay by Valery Larbaud in praise of Paris: the journal takes its name 
from the emblem in the Paris coat of arms. Featured are the first translation in full of any of T.S.  
Eliot’s major poems in French - ‘La Chanson d’amour de J. Alfred Prufrock’, the work of translation 
undertaken by Monnier herself alongside Sylvia Beach. Monnier also contributes poetry under the  
name J.M. Sollier, whilst other notable contributions in 
original French come from Ramon Fernandez, Blaise 
Cendrars, Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, Jean Giraudoux, 
Jules Romains, and Paul Claudel. Number 4 is devoted 
to  William Blake,  with translations  of  his  poems  by 
Annie  Hervieu  and  Auguste  Morel  who  would  gain 
note as the French translator of Ulysses amongst other 
work by Joyce. Joyce himself contributes original work 
to the fifth  number,  with the first  appearance  of  his 
Anna  Livia  Plurabelle  passage  (as  ‘From  Work  in 
Progress’, in English), whilst first French translations of 
work by D.H. Lawrence, William Carlos Williams, E.E. 
Cummings,  Hope Mirrlees,  Ernest  Hemingway,  Italo 
Svevo, and Rilke appear throughout the other volumes.
The  expense  of  producing  the  magazine  became 
excessively burdensome on Monnier - soon after she 
would  sell  her  library  in  order  to  pay  off  the  debts 
incurred - but in its year long life-span it marked an 
important contribution to the international modernist 
scene. 

 17 Moore  (Marianne)   Eight  Poems.  With  drawings  by  Robert  Andrew  Parker,  hand-
colored by the artist New York: MoMA, [1962,] 7/195 COPIES signed by author and  
artist,  printed  on  Brentwood  vellum  all-rag  paper,  title-page  in  black  and  green,  10  
drawings with all but one full-page, all hand-coloured using water-colour by the artist,  
text in facsimile of Moore’s holograph, a little crinkling to pages from effect of hand-
colouring,  pp.  [32],  4to, original  quarter  grey  cloth  and  boards,  lettered  in  gilt  to  
backstrip, top corners slightly bumped, slipcase with printed label a little knocked in a  
couple of places, in envelope with address of Monroe Wheeler and with a pasted note by  
him, very good £400

 
This the copy of the publisher Monroe Wheeler, director of exhibitions at MoMA, who had earlier  
had a  notable  publishing venture with his  Harrison of  Paris  imprint.  As Wheeler’s  note  to  the 
envelope records, this is the first state of the book (without the addendum slip providing the last  
two stanzas of ‘The Fish’). 
[With:] A separate envelope (with a note of contents in Wheeler’s hand) containing 8 preliminary  
sketches for Parker’s drawings, a few of them signed and one hand-coloured.  (Abbott A20)
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18 Patmore (Brigit)  This Impassioned Onlooker.  Robert Holden, 1926, FIRST EDITION, 
one or  two  faint  foxspots  to  prelims  with  the  occasional  spot  further  in,  a  few faint  
handling  marks,  pp.  [viii],  187,  crown  8vo,  original  red  and  black  patterned  cloth,  
backstrip very gently faded with printed label,  a small amount of creasing to cloth of  
upper board, a little bleed from red of cloth to top edge and dustjacket interior (a single  
spot showing to front panel), dustjacket with light overall dustsoiling and a small amount  
of chipping at corners, good £600

Inscribed by the author on the flyleaf: ‘To Kathleen Byass, from Brigit Patmore, Jan 17 1927’. The  
recipient is probably Kathleen Byass of East Riding, Yorkshire - a farmer’s daughter whose family 
were acquainted with that of Winifred Holtby, and who continued the acquaintance at Somerville 
College, Oxford, where she also knew Vera Brittain.
An already scarce group of stories, the presence of the dustjacket and 
the inscription makes this a very special copy. The dustjacket has a 
notable error on the front flap with regard to its description of the 
binding, which it expects to be quarter cloth with paper sides - both 
copies seen by this cataloguer are full cloth and the finer points of the 
jacket’s  condition corroborate  the expectation that it  is original  to 
this copy.
D.H. Lawrence told Patmore, referring to the present work, ‘You have 
a curious sixth sense I like, an awareness which takes on to the fine 
edge of things into another world. The book is very like you’. As well 
as  Lawrence,  Patmore  (née  Morrison-Scott  and  married  to  a 
descendant of Coventry Patmore) was part of the literary and social 
circles of Alice Meynell, Ford Madox Ford and Violet Hunt, and Ezra 
Pound; it  was she who introduced H.D.  and Richard Aldington as 
well as undertaking a long affair with the latter. This scarce group of 
stories bears an effusive dedication to H.D., as ‘Belgarda’. 

19 Richardson  (Dorothy  M.)  Revolving Lights.  Duckworth, 1923, FIRST EDITION,  pp. 
254, 16 [ads], crown 8vo,  original red cloth, lettered in white to backstrip and upper  
board,  publisher’s  device  in  blind  to  lower  board,  a  few  tiny  faint  spots  to  edges,  
bookplate  of  Frances  Scott  Kimball  to  front  pastedown and  a  couple  of  promotional  
clippings laid in, endpapers faintly browned, very good £400

Signed  by  the  author  at  the  head  of  the  dedication  page,  the  seventh  novel  in  the  author’s  
‘Pilgrimage’ series. 

20 Richardson  (Dorothy  M.)  Pointed Roofs. With Introduction and Notes by Junzaburo 
Nishiwaki. Tokyo:  Kenkyusha, [1935,] FIRST JAPANESE EDITION, one or two small  
spots to borders, pp. lxvii, 401, crown 8vo, original black cloth, backstrip lettered in gilt,  
publisher device blind-stamped to upper board, corners a little pushed and a few tiny  
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white spots to upper board,  faint spotting to endpapers with ownership inscription to  
flyleaf (see below), silk page-markers, good £150

The  copy  of  Rose  Isserlis  Odle  -  the  sister  of  Richardson’s  husband,  Alan  Odle.  This  edition 
consists of a long introduction in Japanese, followed by the text of the novel in English, and then a 
section of Notes in Japanese and English - the author’s sister-in-law has added a couple of notes to  
the latter section at rear. 
An interesting association copy, though Rose Odle’s connection with Japan is obscure. 

Inscribed by the dedicatee

21 Richardson  (Dorothy  M.)  Clear  Horizon.  Dent  &  The  Cresset  Press, 1935, FIRST 
EDITION, light spotting at head of prelims with a few further very faint spots further in,  
pp. 239, crown 8vo,  original pale green cloth, backstrip lettered in green against a blue  
ground with a nick at head, top edge blue and partially faded with a few faint spots to  
fore-edge, good £200

Inscribed on the half-title: ‘To Dr Sketcher, from S.S. Koteliansky with best wishes for Christmas  
and the New Year, Dec. 1935’. A printed dedication to Koteliansky precedes the text, in recognition 
of his role in attracting the author to Cresset - for whom he was a reader and adviser - after the 
previous ten volumes of her Pilgrimage sequence had been published with Duckworth. 

Laura Riding’s proof copy with extensive revisions

22 Riding (Laura)  The Life of the Dead. With Ten Designs [corrected to ‘Illustrations’] by 
John  Aldridge,  Engraved  on  Wood  by  R.J.  Beedham  [English  and  French  Printed  in 
Parallel.] Arthur Barker, [1933], FIRST EDITION, ONE OF 200 COPIES, CORRECTED  
PROOF  COPY  with  the  author’s  extensive  manuscript  corrections  in  black  ink  
throughout,  9 (of 10)  full-page wood-engravings present with that lacking supplied in  
photocopy, some foxing throughout, pp. 49, large 4to, original stiff brown wrappers with  
printed label to front, heavily chipped around edges and lacking the backstrip with rear  
cover detached and a number of pages loose, a little water-staining to front, with typed  
slip marking as property of Honor Wyatt and in a later envelope with similar statement in  
Wyatt’s own hand, sound (Wexler A18) £2,000

A unique copy,  with the author’s  additions and amendments  throughout (a  full  listing of  these 
provided) - to both French and English texts, as well as various paratextual aspects (including the 
title-page  and colophon).  A fascinating insight  into  a  working process  generally  marked -  and 
particularly in respect of this project - as eccentric. All of Riding’s revisions are reflected in the  
published version.
The problem of poetic inspiration -  as  something to be articulated -  was 
Riding's  preoccupation  throughout  her  long  career,  leading to  her  final 
renunciation  of  the  form.  Here  she  conducts  a  dual  experiment  that 
demonstrates her inquisitive approach to this encounter: on the one hand 
pictorialist, composing pictures in advance of - and as a foundation to - the 
poetic  word;  on  the  other  linguistic,  writing  first  in  French,  and  then 
converting to English. Neither of these displacements are unique to Riding - 
in fact, they represent key modernist tropes, with the latter exemplified by 
Samuel Beckett - but their combination might be. 
These  strategies  for  the  'othering'  of  her  poetic  process  are  not  only 
foundational to the text, but conceived as appropriate to the subject matter: 
'The text illustrated by these designs was first written in French, in order that 
the English might benefit from the limitations which French puts upon the 
poetic  extent  [corrected to  ‘seriousness’]  of  words.  That  is  [corrected to 
‘For’],  French is a language better  adapted than English to the rhetorical  
naivete of manner necessary in a “literal” account of the world in which the  
dead live' ('Explanation').  
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A very interesting, and successful formal experiment - this the copy of author and journalist Honor 
Wyatt, part of the Graves-Riding inner circle in Deya at that time, and subsequently a contributor  
to Riding’s ‘Epilogue’ magazine. 

23 Riding (Laura)  The Life of the Dead. With Ten Illustrations by John Aldridge, Engraved 
on  Wood  by  R.J.  Beedham  [English  and  French  Printed  in  Parallel.] Arthur  Barker, 
[1933], FIRST EDITION, 172/200 COPIES signed by the author and artist, 10 full-page  
wood engravings, some light foxing to prelims diminishing to the odd spot after first text-
page,  pp. 49, large 4to,  original stiff mottled brown projecting wrappers, printed front  
cover label with a few tiny spots, a couple of faint marks to covers, matching endpapers,  
roughtrimmed, hinge strained before final gathering, very good (Wexler A18) £350

Inscribed to the half-title by the illustrator to his fellow artist and Great Bardfield resident: ‘Michael 
Rothenstein from John Aldridge, October 1947’.
'The text illustrated by these designs was first written in French, in order that the English might  
benefit from the limitations which French puts upon the poetic seriousness of words. For French is 
a  language  better  adapted  than  English  to  the  rhetorical  naivete  of  manner  necessary.  .  .'  
('Explanation'). The formal experiment is not merely linguistic, however - as Riding points out, ‘the  
illustrations are the germ of the text’ and were its first conception - as a form of ‘verbal comedy’. A 
very interesting, and successful experiment. 

 
24 Riding (Laura) Though Gently.  Deya: Seizin Press, 1930, 119/200 COPIES signed by the  

author, printed on handmade paper,  pp. [iv], 29, 4to,  original quarter brown buckram  
with boards by Len Lye, backstrip lettered in gilt and a little rubbed at head with a slight  
bump there, wear to corners with bottom corners bumped, good £300

Printed by the author and her partner,  Robert Graves - as with her volume for Nancy Cunard’s  
Hours Press from the same year, the covers carry a photomontage by Len Lye.  
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25 Riding (Laura) Twenty Poems Less.  Paris: Hours Press, 1930, FIRST EDITION, 189/200  
COPIES signed by the author, single spot to title-page,  pp. [iv], 33, royal 8vo,  original  
quarter leather with boards by Len Lye, backstrip lettered in gilt, corners a little rubbed,  
small amount of foxing to untrimmed edges, very good £550

With the contemporary ownership inscription of  novelist Simon Jesty to the flyleaf. An attractive 
copy of this early volume by Laura Riding, a companion piece to Robert Graves’ ‘Ten Poems More’ 
with the same press. 
 

26 Riding (Laura)  Two letters signed [1 ALs, 1 TLs] to Christopher Whelen.   1981, both 
written from Wabasso, Florida, with manuscript sections in black ink,  pp. [1]; [2], 4to, 
original folds, a small amount of edge-creasing, good condition £175

Laura Riding, under her later married name of Jackson, writes to the composer Kit Whelen - first in 
a short typed letter dated October 7, which begins by explaining that she is unwell, her deduction  
that he is collecting her work, and her inexact memory of where and when ‘The Last Covenant’ was  
written (Mallorca or England, in 1936 or ‘37);  she goes on to summarily dismiss the poets that 
Whelen has mentioned in connection with his interest in her - these being Wallace Stevens, John 
Ashbery, and James Cozzens. ‘I do not care about Stevens’, she writes, whilst Ashbery she regards ‘as 
unfortunate’ and Cozzens ‘did not interest me’.
The second letter, from December 11 in the same year, is more expansive - the author remains 
unwell, but ‘you write so kindly: how could I, can I, not respond?’ The larger part of her response is  
to a postcard of Deya that Whelen has sent to her - ‘a place dear to me - its people also’. She recalls  
particularly the house constructed under her ‘building, planning, watch’, which introduces a sour 
note  as  it  ‘became  later  the  establishment  of  my  [work,  inserted]  partner  of  those  years’  -  a 
remarkable reclassification of her relationship with Robert Graves (her ‘work partner’!), in whose 
hands it became ‘a center of ugly doing and saying in my regard [...] with much of treasonable and 
generally  maleficent  as  to myself’,  before  reverting to  a  more general  assessment of  the place’s 
character. She closes by providing an assessment of her work in response to Whelen’s: ‘What is 
viewed as  “abstract”  in  my work  is  large-as-life  presentation of  reality  viewed with habitual[?]  
[visuals, insertedf] smallening of life-size’, and goes on to contrast herself with Ben Nicholson - 
Graves’s erstwhile brother-in-law - before signing herself, Laura Jackson.
An  entertaining  pair  of  letters,  in  which  her  initial  reluctance  is  over-ridden  by  a  reflexive 
engagement with her past that reveals much of her personality. 
 

Inscribed to Henry Festing Jones

27 Sinclair (May)  The Belfry.  New York: Macmillan, 1916, FIRST AMERICAN EDITION,  
faint foxing to half-title and title-page, portion of dustjacket(?) pasted to verso of flyleaf  
and  slightly  offset  to  half-title,  a  single  foxspot  to  border  of  one  page  and  the  odd  
handling mark,  pp.  [iv],  332,  [6,  ads],  crown 8vo,  original  red cloth with single  fillet  
border blind-stamped to upper board, backstrip and upper board lettered in gilt, slight  
lean to spine,light rubbing to extremities with a little bumping to a couple of corners, top  
edge a little dusty, fore-edge roughtrimmed with a few faint  foxspots,  some very faint  
foxing to endpapers with bookplate of Henry Festing Jones to front pastedown, good 

£115
Inscribed by the author to the flyleaf to Samuel Butler’s biographer and friend: ‘Henry Festing Jones,  
With kind regards from May Sinclair, Oct. 10, 1916’. Sinclair’s ‘Defence of Idealism’, published by 
Macmillan the following year would open with a study of ‘The Panpsychism of Samuel Butler’ and 
was referenced in Festing Jones’s celebrated memoir of the author, published by the same in 1919 -  
forming a possible crux for the association. 

28 Sinclair  (May)  Anne  Severn  and  the  Fieldings.  New  York:  Macmillan, 1923, FIRST 
AMERICAN EDITION,  pp.  [vi],  320,  crown 8vo,  original  red cloth lettered in gilt  to  
upper board and backstrip, rubbing to extremities and top edges slightly dustsoiled, small  
bookseller sticker at foot of rear pastedown, very good £60

Inscribed by the author on the flyleaf: ‘May Sinclair, To Ruth Hamilton Kerr, With best wishes, May 
2nd 1924’. 
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Bryher’s copy

29 Stein  (Gertrude)  Useful  Knowledge.  John  Lane  The  Bodley  Head, 
[1929,] FIRST ENGLISH EDITION, title-page printed in red and  pp. 
[vi],  207,  8vo,  original  black  cloth,  lettered  in  red  to  upper  board  
around a green border,  backstrip lettered in red and pale green, top  
edge  grey  with  others  roughtrimmed,  small  amount  of  wear  to  
extremities  and  some  bumping  to  edges  and  corners,  bookplate  of  
Bryher  to  front  pastedown,  a  few  faint  spots  and  dustiness  to  
endpapers, good £120

The  copy  of  the  author’s  friend  Bryher,  with  her  attractive  sickle  and  staff 
bookplate. 
 

30 Stein (Gertrude)  The Gertrude Stein First Reader & Three Plays. Decorated by Francis 
Rose. Maurice Fridberg, 1946, FIRST EDITION, Francis Rose border to title-page and his  
illustrations  throughout,  pp.  83,  crown  8vo,  original  quarter  cream  cloth  with  grey  
boards,  backstrip  lettered  in  green,  top  edge  a  trifle  dusty,  illustrated  endpapers,  
dustjacket a little nicked and with a small amount of very light dustsoiling to the rear  
panel, very good £80

The first posthumous work of the author, this copy inscribed to the blank facing the half-title: ‘For  
Bernard Stone, and in memory of his poetic bookshop 1956-1976, with all  good wishes for his 
“new era”,  Robert  Greacen,  23rd June,  1976’.  The Irish poet  had collaborated with bookseller 
Stone - to whose Turret Bookshop the inscription refers - for a book about C.P. Snow in 1962. 
 

 ‘You are a very foolish man [...]’

31 Tree (Iris)  Four Autograph Letters signed to Clive Bell.   1915, written in black ink or  
pencil on headed paper, pp. [4]; [1]; [4]; [3], foolscap 8vo, original folds, some spots and  
handling marks, good condition £1,000

A fascinating group of letters from the Charleston Papers archive, written in the space of 5 weeks in 
1915, encapsulating the tempestuous nature of the young Iris Tree (she was eighteen years old at 
the time) and her effect on the literary and artistic set to which Bell belonged. Portions of the letters 
have been published in Daphne Fielding’s biography of Tree, but the group together provides its 
own sense of narrative. The tone is both witty and unbalanced, combining an ardent affection with 
a sense of provocation and threat. A genuine lyricism emerges in her more extravagant statements:  
‘You are a very foolish man to have rejected the steely sword-play of my glances and the passionate 
pressure of my hands – years come, years go, centuries glorify and undo each other, but rarely do 
they club togeather[sic] and make perfection from their good and their bad. Was ever lust and 
languor, passivity and passion so admirably mingled as in me? Were ever ignorance and wisdom in 
legue[sic],  beauty and ugliness soul and body at one as they are in yours humble?’ and ‘Do not 
neglect the Chelsea embankment, you may see myself and [Augustus] John blown there with the 
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dissolute leaves in a savage wind, black-hatted and black-kerchiff’d – And you may see a streak of  
orange liquid across the sky, a tangerine plume nodding over the river to remind you with a pang of  
[...] the high-lights in my fringe [...] You shall seek my footprints in the Bloomsbury dust and your  
sole pleasure shall be to burn me in effigy’. Her intense self-involvement extends to the on-going 
War, which ‘has never entered my head exept[sic] as a rhyme for Shaw’, whilst the effusive blend of  
enticement and menace that characterises the earlier letters has by the end dwindled into a less-
ambiguous note of rejection: ‘I ignore you and your sex sleeping with milk-white women only’. 

32 (Woolf.)  STEPHEN (Virginia)  ‘The Book on the Table’ [3 Reviews], pp. 217-22, 523-7, 
794-802  in  The  Cornhill  Magazine,  New Series,  Vol.  XXV,  July  to  December  1908, 
FIRST  EDITION,  pp.  vii,  856,  8vo,  original  cloth  with  blindstamped  decoration  and  
lettered in gilt to upper board and backstrip, the latter gently faded with tips softened,  
light rubbing to extremities with endpapers renewed, edges speckled, good (Kirkpatrick 
C25, C26, C27) £150

Woolf, under her maiden name, contributes reviews of:
- ‘A Week in the White House with Theodore Roosevelt’ by William Bayard Hale
- ‘Louise e la Vallière’ by J. Lair
- ‘The Journal of Elizabeth Lady Holland’

33 Woolf (Virginia)  Mrs. Dalloway.  Hogarth Press, 1925, FIRST EDITION,  
one or two small spots to a handful of pages, pp. 293, crown 8vo, original  
maroon cloth, backstrip lettered in gilt and slightly softened at tips, light  
rubbing to extremities with corners gently bumped and a trifle worn, two  
small spots of wear to edge of upper board, textblock edges lightly toned  
with yellow to top edge darkened, faint free endpaper browning with small  
Blackwell’s sticker at foot of front pastedown and a faintly visible erased  
pencil ownership inscription to same, good (Kirkpatrick A9a) £950

 
 

34 (Woolf.)  ATALANTA’S  GARLAND. Being  the  Book  of  the  Edinburgh  University 
Women’s Union. Edinburgh: Printed at the University Press by T. & A. Constable, 1926, 
FIRST EDITION, frontispiece triptych by Phoebe Traquair with captioned tisue-guard, 11  
further  plates,  a  few small  spots  at  the head of  a  handful of  pages,  pp.  xiv,  192,  8vo, 
original quarter cream cloth with black paper boards patterned with yellow, black and  
red, paper label to upper board, the backstrip darkened with a small amount of soiling,  
edges lightly rubbed with a touch of wear at corners, edges and endpapers faintly spotted 
(Kirkpatrick B6 (1); Kirkpatrick B6 (1)) £65

One of 950 copies in this binding, as recorded by Kirkpatrick - from the overall edition of 2,000, 
750 copies were pulped in 1956.
The collection includes the first publication of Woolf’s ‘A Woman’s College from the Outside’ and 
‘Two Unpublished Sketches’  by Katherine Mansfield;  other contributors  include Hilaire  Belloc,  
Walter de la Mare,  Woolf’s  cousin Fredegond Shove, Edwin Muir,  Charlotte  Mew, and Naomi 
Mitchison. 

The first translation of any of her novels

35 Woolf (Virginia)  Jacobs Rum [Jacob's Room.] Bemyndigad Översättning 
Från Engelskan av Siri Throngren-Olin. Stockholm: Hugo Gebers, 1927, 
FIRST SWEDISH EDITION,  pp.  248,  [1],  crown 8vo,  original  wrappers  
printed in  black and orange,  backstrip  gently  toned with slight  lean to  
spine, a few nicks to overhanging edges, textblock edges untrimmed, very  
good (Kirkpatrick D191) £575
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Though Kirkpatrick does not state as much, this would appear to be the first translation of any of 
Woolf’s novels. The cover design is attractive and appropriate, echoing the work of Vanessa Bell. 

36 Woolf  (Virginia)  To  the  Lighthouse.  New  York,  Harcourt,  Brace, 1927, FIRST 
AMERICAN EDITION, one or two small foxspots at head  of prelims and initial pages,  
pp. 310, crown 8vo,  original green cloth stamped in blue to front, backstrip lettered in  
blue,  top edge blue,  fore-edge rough-trimmed with one or two small  foxspots,  erased  
inscription to flyleaf, dustjacket lightly toned overall with very light chipping to corners  
and one or two small waterspots, very good (Kirkpatrick A10b) £3,500

 

‘an odd scatter of human beings’

37 Woolf  (Virginia)  Typed Letter  Signed  to  Quentin Bell.  24th  Jan. [1934,] headed 52 
Tavistock Sq., manuscript additions and corrections by Woolf in black ink, pp. [2], 4to, 
original  folds,  some  splitting  at  points  with  one  repaired,  a  few  small  spots,  good  
condition £5,000

A most excellent letter from Virginia Woolf to her nephew and biographer Quentin Bell, collected 
in her published correspondence,  touching on intimate details of her family, social, and writing 
life. 
Woolf begins with a descriptions of the London air as a ‘ghastly yellow fog so that I can hardly see’,  
echoing its characterisation in her own fiction and Eliot’s ‘Prufrock’, and reports on the return to 
town of the Bloomsbury set - ‘Ness, Julian, Clive, Duncan; old Roger is lecturing’. She continues: 
‘Here we have had an odd scatter of human beings -- Rose Macaulay like a mummified cat; a freind 
[sic] [of  hers (manuscript  addition)]  brought a  dog;  Vita;  and a vast lunch party  given to Ethel 
Smyth’. Details of the latter occasion receive sarcastic report, with Woolf recounting that - for her 
own part  -  ‘I  drank a good deal  and got  mildly tipsy as was  necessary  in order  to laugh’,  and 
imploring  her  ‘dearest  Quentin’  that  he refrain from arranging such a celebration ‘when I  am 
seventy five’.  She goes on to describe dinner with Mary Hutchinson and imparts  ‘vague gossip’  
about the newly-wed Barbara Hutchinson and Victor Rothschild (’a vast Rothschild house with [...]  
nothing for Barbara to do’;  ‘already quarelling at the Savoy’),  reporting the impressions of Bell’s 
father and brother on the matter. An amusing description of a shopping trip with Angelica, Bell’s 
half-sister, during which Woolf, having ‘forgotten my purse [...] remembered my grandfathers nose 
and gave myself such airs they let me go off with three pounds worth’. ‘Roger, Leonard, Pinka [the 
dog] and Duncan’ are described as being in attendance at ‘tea with Nessa’ (Bell’s mother), with the 
absence of Helen Anrep ascribed to flu - and a sideswipe at ‘that oaf her son [Igor Anrep]’ who ‘has  
the congenital idiotcy [sic]’,  prompting the wish that Fry, whose partner Anrep then was, ‘could 
scrape his back of all Russain [sic] barnacles’. 
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At the close of the letter Woolf reverts more directly into her own activities: ‘I am writing about 
sodomy at the moment and I wish I could discuss the matter with you; how far can one say openly 
what is the relation of a woman and a sod? In French, yes; but in Mr Galsworthy’s English, no’.  
Woolf was then at work on ‘The Pargiters’ (what would become ‘The Years’), and here expresses the 
difficulty she found in couching the crux relationship of  Eleanor and Sara (in the earlier work, 
Elvira) Pargiter with their friend Nicholas - in part a difficulty in reflecting on and verbalising what  
was an essential feature of her own, and her nephew’s, closest relationships. A brief digression into  
her husband’s political activities follows - ‘Leonard is caballing with the Labour Party as usual. They 
think Mosley is getting supporters. If so, I shall emigrate’ - and then an acerbic reference to Noel  
Coward (’whose works I despise but they say he is very good to his old mother’), with whom she is  
expected to dine at Sybil Colefax’s invitation. The letter is signed ‘Virginia’.
A long and effortlessly fascinating letter, full of intimacy and the author’s savage insight and wit. 

38 Woolf (Virginia)  Three Guineas.  Hogarth Press, 1938, FIRST EDITION, 5  
plates, pp. 329, crown 8vo, original yellow cloth, backstrip lettered in gilt, a  
few  spots  of  dustsoiling  to  extremities,  edges  toned,  usual  browning  to  
endpapers  with  faded  ownership  inscription  to  flyleaf,  dustjacket  with  
Vanessa Bell design, faded backstrip panel with light chipping at tips, light  
chipping to corners and one or two foxspots, very good (Kirkpatrick A23a)

£500

39 (Woolf.)  FORSTER  (E.M.)  Virginia  Woolf. The  Rede  Lecture,  1941. Cambridge:  
University  Press, 1942, FIRST EDITION, a  few recurrent  foxspots  to  borders,  pp.  28, 
16mo, original cream wrappers printed in lilac, some light foxing and dustsoiling, good 
(Kirkpatrick A24a) £25
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